
Verbal Categories in Spoken Sinhalese

THE grammatical framework set up for the verbal piece in spoken
Sinhalese includes the categories of Aspect, Tense, Mood, Person,
Number and Grade, and a twofold classification nto Finite and

Practical forms. In this paper I propose to present the criteria for setting
up these categories with reference to some texts chosen for the purpose.

My texts for this analysis will be verbal sentences only, which are
distinguished from the non-verbal sentences by the presence of a verbal
piece. Thus, for instance, api ennan 'Good bye' is a verbal sentence,
whereas lamai haivemm» va!qa 'The children are very busy' is a non-verbal
sentence; ennan in the former sentence is the verbal piece.

ASPECT

Three Aspects are stated for the verbal piece in spoken Sinhalese, as
Active, Passive and Causative. Every verbal form belongs to one of these
three Aspects. Words belonging to one Aspect differ from words belonging
to another Aspect both in form and in function. Formal distinctions be-
tween the different Aspect-forms will not be discussed in this paper. They
will be handled in a future paper dealing with the phonological correspond-
ences of the grammatical categories stated here. Their functional dis-
tinctions will be stated in this paper with reference to a limited number of
sentences chosen as the corpus for this purpose. The structure of the sent-
ence as a whole and the Aspectival status of the verbal piece are interrelated.

The texts chosen are some two-clause sentences of NV structure,
N being the nominal phrase and V being the verbal phrase. These sentences
have the implication of utterance as 'statements' with falling intonation.

In the characteristic utterance of these sentences two major stress
groups are recognized.' The first major stress group rises in pitch, and
the second falls. The pitch at the beginning of the second group is lower
that that at the end of the first. Each major stress group is a clause.

1. The expression major stress group' has the implication that there may be other stressed
syllables within such groups; but the stress in such syllables is less prominent.

Kymograms and oscillograms were made for certain utterances of this description. But they
have not provided any characteristics which could be correlated with the stating of the major stress
groups. This division is, therefore, made at the level of kinaesthetic observation.
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e.g., marne
taatta

, malli-to

gamete yanova
, kOI;),..,h:l yan;)Va
, hariyoto vaturo pcvcnova,

It is not proposed to make any detailed study of the nominal piece in
these sentences. But, as any consideration of sentences is bound to involve
nominals, a word may be said about them. For the present 'purpose, two
types of nominals are distinguished as 'postfixed' and 'non-postfixed'.2
In the postfixed norninals, the postfix will be treated as a particle. The
postfixed particles will be written with a hyphen in the examples in the
transcription, so that the postfixed nominals may be distinguished from the
non-postfixed nominals.

Here are the texts
I Active verbal forms

1. api
2. marne
3. gonaa
4. malli
5. taatta

kal1Jva3

kolo ,..,b;) yanava
vclo-tc duvoneua
nitorcmo a=: qall,JVa
hariyoto vaturo bona va

II Passive verbal forms
6. kooruvo ka!qenava
7. daruva bimo vaitenoua
8. del bimo-to ka!qell<JVa
9. malli nitcrcmo vatenova

10. kootuvo nitcrcmo <e""gee anensva

11. uu-to
12. kelb-atin
13. ma-p
14. rnalli-to
15. k <ettd+>

nateninra
vaturo ihenova
un-to baincnsva
nitoromc a!"" dcnova
nikammo ato kapenova

2. A study of the case system of the noun is not undertaken here. But, it is assumed that in a
detailed study of the case system of the noun on formal criteria one would have to make a similor divi-
sion as a basic requirement. This division is equally valid for the pronorninals.

3. The big space indicates the clause division.
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III Causative verbal forms
16. taatta paddsnsva
17. amma goyam kappJI1Jva
18. uu a: ....,g;)-P issmsva
19. marne secrcmo kappensva
20. a: a: nitorcrnc karatte paddonova

21. mam;)
22. malli
23. a:a:
24. taatta
25. nangi

uu-to kiyola paddsnsva
cccc-t;) kiyola va:~;)lisssnova
kolla-to kiyola ap;)-~;)bannonsva
uu-to kiyola seeromo leappsnsva
joon-to kiyola okkomo kajju kappJIlJva

In stating the structural formulae for these texts,
n will be used to denote the non-post-fixed nominal ;
n-p " " " " post-fixed nominal;
v """" verbal piece,

and, m """" adverbial modifier.

In sentences 21-25, where the verbal piece is in the Causative Aspect,
there is a word kiYJla which always keeps company with a post-fixed
nominal. This word kiYJla is named a 'causative particle,' and is denoted
by p in the formulae. p, the causative particle, is to be distinguished from
-p (hyphen-p), which denotes the post-fixed particle.

In the formulae, the Aspect of the verbal piece will be indicated after
vas v(a), v(p), v(c), in which a, p and c denote Active, Passive and Causative
respectively.

Structural formulae for the texts cited on pp. 2-3 :

I Active verbal forms
1. n v(a)
2. n n v(a)
3. n n-p v(a)
4. n m v(a)
5. n m n v(a)
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II Passive verbal forms
6. n v(p)
7. n 11 v(p)
8. n n-p v(p)
9. n m v(p)

10. n mnv(p)

11. n-p
12. n-p
13. n-p
14. n-p
15. n-p

v(p)
n v(p)
n-p v(p)
111 v(p)
m n v(p)

III Causative verbal forms
16. n v(c)
17. n n v(c)
18. n n-p v(c)
19. n m v(c)
20. n 111 n v(c)

~. n
n n
2~ n
~ n
~. n

n-p p v(c)
n-p p nv(c)
n-p p n-p v(c)
n-p p m v(c)
n-p p m n v(c)

Looking at the 25 structural formulae given above for two-clause
(NV) verbal sentences, it is possible to make the following generalized
statement about the salient functional differences between verbal forms
belonging to different Aspects.

1. In structures in which the Active forms function, the N clause is
always n.4 The V clause does not have "n-p p' as a constant feature.

2. In structures in which the Passive forms function, the N clause
is n4 or n-p.5 The V clause docs not have 'n-p p' as a constant feature.

4. This is only with reference to the sentences already cited. But, N clause is not always a one-
word clause. Even where the N clause has more than one word, however, the head of the endocentric
construction is always statable as n.

5. In sentences where the N clause has more than one word, the head of the endocentric con-
struction is always statable as n-p.
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3. In structures in which the Causative forms function, the N clause
is always n+. The V clause may have • n-p p' as a constant fcaturc,»

Thus, the functional status of the forms belonging to one Aspect IS

different from the functional status of the forms belonging to another.

As every verbal form belongs to one of the three Aspects, it is possible
to arrange the whole formal scatter? of any given verb in Aspect columns.
But all scatters do not have forms belonging to all three Aspects: (i) certain
scatters include forms of all three Aspects, (ii) certain scatters include forms
belonging to two Aspects only, and (iii) certain scatters include forms of
one Aspect only. Accordingly, the formal scatters are named as

(i) Three-Aspect verbs,
(ii) Two-Aspect verbs,

and (iii) Single-Aspect verbs, respectively.

Variants
There is the possibility that in certain instances two or three forms of

the same verb may function in the same sentence structure as free variants.
Thus, for instance, one can have either of these sentences in the same con-
text, without any distinction, other than phonological.

(i) taatta gas kappJnJva.
(ii) taatta gas leappevensva.

(Word for word: father, trees, causes to cut)
• Father is getting the trees cut.'

In these two sentences kapponova and kappavoncva are free variants.
Such free variants in formal scatters will be referred to as • variants.'

A representative list of Three-Aspect, Two-Aspect and Single-Aspect
verbs is given below. In these examples only the Mood A, Tense 1 forms
are given.

- --_. __ ..- -'-'---'-'
6. The sentence structures provided and discussed here are only a limited selection. But this

statement holds good for any two-clause verbal sentence of the NV type, and can be extended without
any ambiguity to any sentence in Colloquial Sinhalese.

7. For' formal scatter' see
J. R. Firth, • Technique of Semantics,' T.P.S., 1935. p.62.
F. R. Palmer, • The Verb in Dilin,' B.S.O.A.S., XIX, I. p. 131.
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Three-Aspect verbs
(1) Active

pihinova
Passive

pihenova
Causative (3 variants)

pih;)v;)n;)va
pissonova
pisscvonova

A. kello maalu pihinsva,
• The girl is cooking the fish,'

kello-ann maalu agec~J pihenooa.
• The girl can cook the fish very well.'

C. amma kell;)-p kiyola maalu pih,JvJnJva.

" " " "piss,JtlJva.
" " " "piSS,7VJnJva.

, Mother is getting the girl to cook the fish.'

P.

(2) Active
kap;)n;)va

Passive
k a-pen;)va

Causative (2 varia1lts)
kaPP:)H;)VJ
kapp;)v;)n;)va

A. a'a' goyam kap,71IJVa.
, She is reaping paddy.'

P. :e:e-atin goyam ageeto ka'peIIJVa.
, She can reap paddy very well.'

C. amma :e:e~p kiy;)la goyam kappJnJva.

" " " "kappJvJnJva.
, Mother is getting her to reap paddy.'

(3) Active
akul;)nJva

Passive
a-kilen;)va

Causative (no variants)
akul;)v;)n;)va

A. amma vii akulJI1Jva.
, Mother is collecting unhusked rice.'

amma-atin vii ikmonota akilensoa.
, Mother can collect unhusked rice very swiftly.'

C. amma kelI;)-p kiy;)la vii akulJvJnJva.
, Mother is getting the girl to collect unhusked rice.'

P.
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Two-Aspect Verbs
(A) Active-Causative
(1) Active

na:gi!in;wa
Causative (2 variants)

n<cgig;mdva
na:gi!pv;Jndva

A. malli ncegitinJva.
, The younger brother is waking up.'

C. ;ex malli ntegi(tJn;Jva.
" " ntegittJv;JtJJva.

, She is making the younger brother wake up.'

(2) Active
uYdndva

A. tete bat uY;J/JJva.
, She is cooking the meal.'

C. marne ;e;e-!J kiyola UyJll,mJva.
, I shall get her to cook.'

(B) Active-Passive
(1) Active

aYdnJVa

A. gir;Jva kato aY;JrlJva.
, The parrot is opening its mouth.'

P. girJva-!d kato ceYJn;Jva.
, The parrot is opening its mouth.'

(C) Passive-Causative
(1) Passive

vaitenova

P. u> bo-atin bimo vatenova.
, You might drop (it).'

C. u '" nbo eeko uattsruva,
" " vattJvJnJva.

, You might drop it.'
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Causative (no variants)
uYdvdnJVa

Passive
;eyendva

Causative (2 variants)
vattonova
vattovonova
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(2) Causative (no variants)
iddvJnJva

Passive
idenJva

P. niyo " gJ-!J seeromc idensva,
, Everything ripens in the drought.'

C. aacci a'" bo idsvsnsva.
, Grandmother is making mangoes ripen.'

Single-Aspect Verbs
(1) Active

da " galJn;Jva
maaluva da '" gJ/Jniwa.

, The fish is flapping.'

(2) Passive
;eden;:>va
gaaIJ-!d nayek edensva.
, A cobra is creeping into the thicket.'

Thus, so far as the category of Aspect is concerned, the following
types of scatter are stated :
Three-Aspect Verbs

1. Active-Passive-Causative (3 variants)
2. Active-Passive-Causative (2 variants)
3. Active-Passive-Causative (no variants)

Two-Aspect Verbs
(A) Active-Causative

1. Active-Causative (2 variants)
2. Active-Causative (no variants)

(B) Active-Passive
1. Active-Passive

(C) Passive-Causative
1. Passive-Causative (2 variants)
2. Passive-Causative (no variants)

Single-Aspect Verbs
1. Active
2. Passive
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II
FINITE AND PARTICIPIAL FORMS

Certain verbal forms function at the sentence final position without
any restriction. Others do not function at the sentence fmal position
except in cchoing.s

Those forms which function at the sentence final position without any
restriction are named 'Finite verbal forms,' and the others are named
'Participial forms.' At the non-final position in sentences, Participial
forms are either adverbial or adjectival in function.

The reduplicative forms (No. 6 in the Table of Participial Forms)
occur before verbal forms within the same clause, and thereby share the
same functional status as adverbs.

un sccromo leap» leap» dremma.
un ' sceromo ad» ad» dremma,

cf. ' un ' seeroma ahako daimma, in which ahako
IS an adverb. All other Participial forms occur before nominal forms
within the same clause, and thereby share the same functional status as
adjectives.
e.g.,

e.g.,

'duu kapJPtl
, vatia»

goyam.
goyam.
goyam, 111 which apuuru IS anc£

adjective.
apuUfU

There are certain forms, however, (the -la ending forms, as it will be
seen) which share the characteristics of Finite as well as Participial forms.
The -la forms may occur at the sentence final position without any res-
triction.

e.g., Seerdm;:l
rabaano
okkomo

kapJla.
hi ~ dila.
vtetila,

un
ee
del

8. By' echoing' is mean a repeated utterance of the same for III by a second participant, or the
speaker himself. The following text, in the form of a dialogue, will illustrate such a case.of echoing
in which the verbal form in question is italiciscd in the transcription

A duu leapepu goyam hari agcc ne !
B moneva? duu kapspu '
A ov, nice !

(A This paddy the daughter has reaped is very fine, isn't it ?
B What? The daughter has reaped (it) ?
A : Yes. Here you are I).

Except in the case of such echoings, kapJPIl does not function in the sentence final-position.
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They may occur at a non-final position in the sentence, marking the end
! of a clause.

e.g., un . goyam kapJla ' gedorc glyaa.
rea: "rabaano bi> dJla ' henguna.

Thus, the -la forms share the characteristics of Finite forms.

But they may also occur at a non-final position in the sentence, sharing
the functional status of adverbs by being before a verbal form in the same
clause.

e.g., "un ' seeromo kapJla demma.
Thus, the -la forms share the characteristics of Participial forms.

In classifying verbal forms into Finite and Participial forms, therefore,
the -la forms will be handled under a separate heading called 'Common
Forms.'

III

MOOD

Two Moods are stated for the Finite verbal forms as A and B. All
forms for which Tenses are required to be stated are named Mood A forms,
and all forms for which all or some of the categories of Person, Number
and Grade, but not Tense, arc required to be stated are named Mood B
forms.

IV

TENSE

Twelve Tenses are stated for Mood A forms which are named numeri-
cally from 1 to 12.

V
PERSON, NUMBER AND GRADE

Person, Number and Grade are categories stated for Mood B forms
only. They are not stated for Mood A. Thus, Tense on the one hand,
and Person, Number and Grade on the other, are mutually exclusive.

Three Persons are stated as First, Second and Third, based all the col-
ligation of these verbal forms with the First, Second and Third Person
pronominal forms respectively.
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Two Numbers are stated as Singular and Plural. Those verbal forms
which colligate with singular pronominal forms are named Singular, and
those which colligate with plural pronominal forms are named Plural.
Some forms colligate with both singular and plural pronominals; these are
named 'Singular and Plural.'?

The category of Grade is required to be stated for the Mood B Second
Person forms only. Three Grades are stated as Honorific, Ordinary and
Non-Honorific,

By Honorific forms are meant those forms which collocate with ohee,
oya, obo, etc., which are, contextually, used in addressing one's equals or
supenors.

By Ordinary forms are meant those forms which collocate with
u e- bo, u >' bola, etc., which are, contextually, used in addressing one's
equals or inferiors.

By Non-Honorific forms are meant those forms which collocate with
too, topi, etc , which are, contextually, used in addressing one's inferiors.tv

I now propose to illustrate the categories set up above by arranging
the formal scatter of one verb in category columns. The verb chosen is
kapsnsva 'to cut,' which is a Three-Aspect verb with two variants in the
Causative.

9. For convenience of reference I propos(' to list here some of the pronominal forms referred to
as having Number and Person distinctions.

Person
1st:
2nd:

Sg. Pt.
marne
too
tI'" bo
ohee

api
topi
u-vbele
oheela
tarnusela
etc.
un
eyala
eekala
rerela
etc.

have no other implication than

3rd:

tarnuse
etc.
tlU

eya
eeka
rere
etc.

10. The terms • Honorific,' • Ordinary' and • Non-Honorific'
a set of names. Any form can be used as a term of endearment.
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PARTICIPIAL FORMS

Aaive Aspect Passive Aspect Causative Aspect

1
2
3
4
5
6

kapano
kapopu
kapota
kapauu;)
kOEPUU, ka-puvo
kap;) kap;)

ksepena
krepicca
ksepeto
ksepenno
ksepunu, k.cpuno
kepi kepi

kappJnJ
kappopu
kappoto
kappanno
krcppu, ka-ppuvo
kappo kapp»

kappovona
kappovcpu
kaPP;)VJt,)
kappovanno
ka-ppcu, kzppeuv»
kappevo kappevo

COMMON FORMS

Acti"e Aspect Passive Aspect Cat/sative Aspect

kapola kappola kappavolakzpila

STEMS, ENDINGS AND JUNCTIONS

In order to focus attention on the phonological exponents of gram-
matical categories, I propose to handle all verbal forms in terms of stems,
endings and junctions. Stems and endings are grammatical abstractions,
and, being abstractions, they are not pronounceable. But these abstractions
are phonologically justifiable.

One can generalize a particular stem as S and list all the endings required
to be stated with that stem. Likewise, an ending may be generalized as
E and all stems statable with that ending may be listed in detail. Thus, in
kap;mJva, badinJva, kanJva and gannJva, for instance, one can, as the trans-
cription itself would suggest, generalize the common ending as E and make
four different statements for the stems. Similarly, in kap:m;wa, kapdpan,
kapdmu and kap;>tot, it is possible to generalize the common stem structure
as S and to make four different statements for the endings.

Endings are limited in number, but not so the stems. Every new
verbal form that may come to be used in the language must necessarily have
one of the limited number of endings. Thus, to put it in transcriptional
terms, whatever the stem may be, the Tense 1 form must have the -nova
ending; Tense 2 form the -pi or -ci ending, etc. etc.

Certain phonological features which characterize the stem structures
do not extend to the ending structures; certain phonological features
characterizing the ending structures do not characterize the stems. At this
point, I propose to set out the generalized structures stated for the stems and
endings. These generalizations are in terms of C, V and d only.
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Stems
Stems fall into three groups as Monosyllabic, Disyllabic and Trisyllabic.

They are either C- final or non-C- final. The generalized stem structures
stated for the verb in Colloquial Sinhalese are as follows (in the transcription,
the section under consideration is italicized) :

Monosyllabic stems
(A) C- final

CVC-
VC-

CVCCIL
VCCIL

(B) Nou-C- final
CV-

V-

kap;JUdVa
andU:Jva
dakbu:Jva
allouov«

kau;Jva
endva

Disyllabic stems
(A) C-final

CVCdCI2-
vc;,c-

CVCdCC-
VCdCC-

Nou-C- final
CVCd- galJVdndVa

kakiYdu;Jva

l1Iiribn~)Va
aturdnJVa
puruddotav«
ugann;)UJva

(B)

Trisyllabic stems
(A) C- final (ouly)

cvcscsc-
VC;)C;)C-

pilipadin;}Va
arJganUJva

Endings
Endings arc monosyllabic or disyllabic in structure. They are either

C- initial or non-C- initial. The generalized ending structures stated for
the verb in Colloquial Sinhalese are as follows:
_' __ ._0' _~_ ••..... __

11. The italicized CC is to indicate that the unit to be stated at both Cs is the same.
12. Re.;) as an clement of structure see my . Syllable Structure in Spoken Sinhalese,' UCR .• XVII.

3 and 4.
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MOllosyllabic elldillgs
(A) C- initial

-CV
-CVC

(B) Non-C. initial
-v

-VC

k<cplll1a
kapJtot

k:rpllva
ka:pll/lot

Disyllabic clldillgS
(A) C- initial

-CVd
-CVCCd

(B) Non-C. initial
-VJ

-VCCd

kapel/.7lJa
kapJpal/a

k:rpllvaa/lC
kapJhalla

Junction

Certain phonological features which are stated neither as part of the
stem nor in the ending structure arc set up as junction features. These
include, among others, syllabicity or absence of syllabicity between the
stem and ending structures. Junction is, therefore, geueralized as syllabic
or non-syllabic.

In the formulae set out below, the junction feature is stated as /J/ for
the syllabic junction and / - / for the non-syllabic junction.
Syllabic junction

(1) Between C- final sterns and C- initial endings
-C/d/C- = kap.J)}Jva : CVC/J/CVJ

(2) Between C- final stems and non-C. initial endings
-C/d/V = kapayi : CVC/J/V

(3) Between non-C- final stems and C- initial endings
-V/;)/C- = kiy,}J1dva : CV/J/CVd

(4) Between nou-C- fiual stems and non-C- initial endings
-V /J/V = kiyl1yi : CV /d/V

NOIl-Syllahic [unction

(1) Between C- filial stems and C- initial elldings
-C/-/C- = gannJV3 : CVC/-/CVJ

(2) Between non-C- final stems and C- initial endings
-V/-/C- = kanova : CV/-/CVd

(3) Between non-C- final stems and non-C. initial endings
-VI-IV = kayi : CV/-/V
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CONJUGATION CLASSES

Four conjugation classes are set up as I, II, III and IV, based on the
phonological features in the stem and junction syllables. The phonological
distinctions between the conjugation classes are stated in terms of prosodies,
as will be illustrated in a phonological statement that will appear later.

As shown in the discussion of stems, endings and junctions.U two
types of generalized junctions are stated as syllabic and non-syllabic. Con-
jugations I and II arc stated for verbs which involve syllabic junction in all
categories. Conjugations III and IV are stated for verbs which involve
non-syllabic junction in the Active Aspect, but syllabic junction every-
where else.

It is not proposed to make here a detailed statement of the phonological
differences between the different conjugation classes. But, as a matter of
illustration, I shall draw attention to one characteristic difference in the
junction by taking the same grammatical form from the four conjugation
classes. The grammatical form chosen is the Active, Mood A, Tense 1
form.

Conj. I : kapanova
Conj. II : badmova
Conj. III : kanova
Conj. IV : gann;)va 14

In Conjugation I, the vocalic articulation in the junction syllable is a half-
close central vocalic.

In Conjugation II, the respective articulation is close, front vocalic.

In Conjugation Ill, the junction is non-syllabic. The stem is V- final (or
in polysyllabic structures, o-final).

In Conjugation IV, the junction is non-syllabic. The stem is C-final. The
stem-final consonantal articulation is homorganic and homoprosodic
with the ending-initial consonantal articulation.

M. W. S. DE SILVA

13. See pp. 14-16.
14. In the Conj. I and" for ms, the section in the transcription corresponding to the junction

syllable is italicised. In the COI~. III and IV forms, the junction is non-syllabic. The section in the
transcription corresponding to the ending structure is -nava,
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